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CFL ACCESSORIES
Optional Alzak Finishes 
Prescolite has a state-of-the-art 
spinning and anodizing plant. We can 
provide a wide variety of optional 
colors including champagne gold 
(CG) pewter (PW), wheat (WH), and 
light wheat (LW) and a variety of 
optional finish types including semi-
specular (SS), specular (blank), or 
American Matte (MFC).
Example: CFR818UEB-ST492SS

Fusing (FSDF)
Fusing ensures that, in the case of  
a short, only one luminaire goes out 
rather than all the luminaires on that 
branch circuit. Fixtures with more than 
one ballast can be provided with a fuse 
for each ballast to prevent the other 
lamps from going out if one ballast 
should fail. Fusing may be specified for 
field or factory installation. Fuses are 5 
amp with an HLR inline fuse holder and 
a GMF dual element time delay fuse. 
To order, specify field (FSDFI) or factory 
(FSDFA) installed and number of fuses. 

Example:  
CFR813UEB-ST492A 120V FSDFA

Radio Interference Filter (RIF)
Factory installed filter to suppress radio 
interference noise that may  
be conducted through the ballast supply 
line. Filter is mounted on  
J-box cover for field wiring to single or 
twin supply circuits.

To order, specify single (RIF1) or  
two (RIF2) circuit. 

Example: CFR813UEB-ST492A 120V RIF2

Sloped Ceiling Adaptors (SCA)
Prescolite manufactures sloped  
ceiling adaptors for 4", 5", 6", 8", 10", and 
12" fixtures from 5º to 35º with flange for dry 
ceilings or flangeless for wet ceilings. Ceiling 
cavity recessed depth will vary depending on 
the slope of the ceiling (contact tech support 
for more information). SCAs are painted matte 
white and field installed to the flange of the 
housing. SCAs are not recommended for use 
with wall wash trims.
SCA must be assembled to recessed housing 
at the time of installation. The sloped ceiling 
adaptor must be installed onto the fixture 
before installation into the ceiling.

To order, specify ceiling angle (maximum 
35°), dry (with flange) or wet (without 
flange), and fixture. 

Self-Trim (ST)
Premium self-trim reflectors are 
standard. Optional painted white self-
trim available.

Example: CFR813UEB-ST492WT

B24 Bar Hangers (B24)
B24 bar hangers provide a secure  
means of tightly locking down  
the fixture to standard T-bar grid supports, 
saving the contractor installation time. 
Fixed 24" length.

The B24 bar hanger is designed for  
use with all commercial Prescolite down-
lights. The bar hangers are compatible with 
all Prescolite downlights equipped with “C” 
brackets or universal mounting brackets.  
Unless otherwise stated, bar hangers are 
ordered separately.

B6 Bar Hangers (B6)
Slip-strap adjustable bar hangers with 
nailing holes. Expands to 24" (2 pair per 
packet).

B7 Bar Hangers (B7) 

The fixtures listed below are supplied 
standard with B7 bar hangers for ceiling 
joists up to 24" centers. No nails required. 
LFIL8SH, LFIL9HSQ, LFIL8H

Packet #261 (PKT261)
Converts B7 bar hangers to supports for 2' 
grid ceiling. On T-bar only, not for H- or 
Z-bar (4 per packet).

Packet #301 (PKT301)
Converts B9 bar hangers to supports for 2' 
grids. On T-bar only, not for H- or Z-bar (4 
per packet).

Packet #306 (PKT306)
Allows B9 bar hangers to expand to 27" in 
90° orientation position (2 per packet).

Packet #384 (PKT384)
Allows use of B6 bar hangers with fixture 
LFIL11H (4 per packet).

Lamps Available

Lamps are available as standard acces-
sory options and shipped separately 
by Prescolite. 


